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Success Study  

CHALLENGE
A Calgary-based oil and natural gas producer was encountering the issue of sand accumulation during their open-frac-close 
operations in Saskatchewan. One method of removing sand was to pull out of the hole, bring in a third-party clean-up tool on the 
rig, and then run it down and do a clean-out. After cleaning the well, the clean-out tool would be pulled back out of the hole and 
the Kobold Sandhawk bottom hole assembly is run back in-hole. However, this was a costly and time-consuming exercise and the 
operator was aiming to save time associated with having to stop production and clean their wells after each run. 

APPROACH 
Typically, frac tools can only circulate above the tool, making it very difficult to clean it up alone and make headway downhole. Tool 
sleeves are fractured and left open so sand and water/fluid are pumped into the formation to get back down the well. The more 
water that is pumped into a well, the more tracking is required to maintain optimal well control. 

Citing the inefficiencies in this method, Kobold proactively modified the existing Sandhawk that would allow the producer to deal 
with the issue of sand accumulation. While the standard configuration tool normally does all the fracturing, the modified version of 
Sandhawk became a multi-purpose tool providing both flow-through and reverse-circulate capabilities – specifically as a reverse 

CLIENT ADDED VALUE
With the cost-effective Sandhawk, the producer was able to eliminate the clean-
up process in one whole step, eliminating a costly charge of having to bring in 
an external service company to perform the clean-out job. The approach to be 
able to get downhole efficiently with one tool run proved valuable, allowing the 
producer to put their well online much quicker than before. The producer was able 
to save a day of rig time and overall cost savings for the service rig amounted to 
approximately $36,000 CAD over 2 days.

Being able to reverse-circulate to the bottom of the tool allowed the entire wellbore 
to be cleaned of all sand and debris. This allowed the tool to get to bottom without 
fighting the buildup of residual sand remaining from the frac operations. This gave 
the producer the confidence that the new well was completely clean with no debris 
to hinder production or adversely affect efficiency of the downhole pumps. The 
flow-through / reverse cleaning version of Sandhawk proved be to so successful 
that such a versatile add-on or accessory for the tool has been made available for 
every trailer in the field ready for use as needed. If customers experience issues 
getting back to reopen sleeves, the ability to use Sandhawk with flow-through / 
reverse cleaning capability on location is an added value option offered to help 
save customers time and money.

Service Line
Surefrac Service - Unlimited Stage 
Sequencing

Product
Sandport Open-Only Frac Sleeves

Location
Estevan, SK

Formation
Bakken

Well Type
Onshore, horizontal, gas

Casing Size
114.3 mm (4-1/2”)

True Vertical Depth
3,000 m vertical, 4,000 m horizontal

Total Measured Depth
4,000 yo 5,000 m

Kobold’s efficient flow-through / reverse-cleaning tool minimizes downtime, optimizes 
oil production

clean-out / open-sleeve tool. The unique design of the tool allowed it to run-in-
hole, clean the liner as the tool traveled downhole, reverse circulate, clean up a 
wellbore, run to the toe of the well, and start opening sleeves on the way out – all 
in one tool run. Because the tool was run into the well, there was no need to pump 
as much water; it could be recycled instead. 


